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Throughout the year of 90 and in the beginning 2000, the prawn’s sector was on its maximum 

production in Madagascar with a net production around 15,000 tons per year. Prawns 

constitute the first exported marine resource with a value of 120 000 000€ / year.  Since 2000, 

prawns farming in Madagascar faced to viral disease called White Spot Syndrome Virus 

(WSSV) that made some prawn’s farming society in Madagascar in a difficult position. 

This study was done in order to see the biological role of toxin (mycotoxin) of 

ByssochlamysLaguncularia isolated from wild prawns affected by the virus against itself. 

Two places (Morondava and Mahajanga) were selected by their potential production in 

aquaculture and the appearance of the virus on the livestock. These places are located 

respectively in the southwest coast of Madagascar at the delta of Tsiribihina and in the West 

Coast along the Mahajambariver. 

Pure extracts obtained from extraction with dichloromethane / ethyl acetate 50/50 (v / v) have 

undergone more fractionation processes (VLC, flash chromatography, HPLC, LC-MS) and 

purification (dereplication and analysis in spectrometry mass, CCM, UPLC-MS, NMR) were 

tested on the human pathogenic bacteria, cancer cells of the human pharynx (KB) ,breast 

(MCF7) and the virus "White Spot". 

Results obtained from this study showed that the pure extracts have remarkable biological 

activities. The study of biological activities of pure extracts showed antibacterial activity, 

cytotoxic or anti proliferative activity with an IC50 = 3μg / ml and antiviral activity of IC50 ± 

5 μg/ ml. They also have significant neurotoxic activities. 

In short, the study shows that it is possible to fight against the white spot syndrome virus 

biologically without using chemicals products. Which may soon to be a strategy of resistance 

against virus attack which is benefic to establish the importance of Malagasy aquaculture. 
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